


ABOUT US

At Hawke Sport Optics we strive to provide our 

customers with innovative products tailored to meet 

their specific needs. We work closely with industry 

professionals to integrate creative features that provide 

users with products that are rich in benefits, while 

maintaining value for money.

CONTACT US

Call: +44 (0)1394 387762

Fax: +44 (0)1394 386255

Email: global@hawkeoptics.com

Visit: www.hawkeoptics.com

Hawke Sport Optics, Avocet House, Wilford Bridge Road,

Melton, Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 1RB, UK

ABBREVIATIONS

ED - Extra-low Dispersion, FMC - Fully Multi-Coated,

MC - Multi-Coated, FC - Fully Coated, FOV - Field Of View, 

DC - Dielectric Coating, PC - Phase Corrected, 

OH - Open Hinge, CF - Close Focus, WP - Waterproof, 

WR - Water Resistant, FFV - Flat Field View.

TRADEMARKS

The following names are registered or pending 

trademarks: Endurance, Frontier, Nature-Trek, Premier, 

Sapphire and the Hawke logo.

Errors and omissions excepted.
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“Clear, crisp and bright images with  
  excellent light transmission”

Our high performance range of binoculars and monoculars have been designed to produce 

brilliantly sharp images. High end models feature extra-low dispersion (ED) glass and phase 

corrected (PC) prisms, taking their level of clarity and brightness to impressive levels.

Sapphire ED Compact - Pg.17
Black | ED | FMC | BAK4 | PC

Endurance PC - Pg.11
Green | Black | FMC | BAK4 | PC

Premier - Pg.16
Green | Black | Camo | MC | BAK4

Compact - Pg.20
Black | MC

Frontier ED - Pg.9
Green | Black | ED | FMC | BAK4 | PC | OH

Sapphire ED - Pg.7/8
Green | Black | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | (OH)

Endurance PC Compact - Pg.18
Black | Green | FMC | BAK 4 | PC

Premier Compact - Pg.19
Green | Black | MC | BAK 4 | OH

Binoculars Tel: +44 (0)1394 387762 | Email: global@hawkeoptics.com | Web: hawkeoptics.com

Panorama ED - Pg.5/6
Green | FFV | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | PC

Frontier ED - Pg.10
Green | Black | ED | FMC | BAK4 | PC

Nature-Trek - Pg.12/14
Green | FMC | BAK4 | (Porro) | (OH)

Nature-Trek Monocular - Pg.15
Green | FMC | BAK4

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Panorama ED

Panorama ED. The difference is clear.
Flat Field View | Extra-low Dispersion | Dielectric Coating | Fully Multi-Coated

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3747 8.5 x 42 Green 129 2 23 870

HA3748 10 x 42 Green 113 2 20 870

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Panorama ED
Green | FFV | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | Waterproof

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Flat field view (FFV) ensures minimal FOV curvature

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Water repellent coating on objective lenses

  Quick ratio focus wheel and locking centre dioptre

  Lightweight rubber coated magnesium alloy body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  Black leather carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

OVERVIEW

Panorama ED binoculars feature the latest flat field view 

technology and high performance lens coatings within 

two models – 8.5 x 42 and 10 x 42. 

Flat field view technology ensures the image you see 

has minimal field of view curvature. The result is a sharp 

bright and true image, one of the best on the market.

To back up the new design, Panorama ED binoculars also 

have some key features offering excellent benefits to 

the user. Extra-low dispersion glass eliminates chromatic 

aberration, while the dielectric coating on the prisms in 

conjunction with the fully multi-coated lenses provides 

the brightest image available in a Hawke binocular.

Along with the stunning optics, the exterior design and 

function has not been over looked. The locking dioptre is 

positioned on the quick ratio focus knob and is operated 

by a press button to prevent accidental adjustment.

The rubber armour has been ergonomically designed for 

comfort yet provide adequate grip. The Panorama ED is 

topped off with multi-stage twist-up eye cups, stay-on 

lens covers and is also supplied with a padded neck 

strap and genuine black leather carry case.

PANORAMA ED VIEW
Panorama ED’s have a maximum distortion of just 3.11%

The image below shows a sharp, bright and

true image, edge to edge.

STANDARD VIEW
A standard 8 x 42 binocular has greater distortion.

The image below shows high distortion at the

edge of the field of view.edge of the field of view.edge of the field of view.

NEW

NEW
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Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3765 8 x 42 Black 142 2 18 730

HA3766 10 x 42 Black 113 2 15 730

HA3767 8 x 42 Green 142 2 18 730

HA3768 10 x 42 Green 113 2 15 730

OVERVIEW

The Sapphire ED top hinge has all the same features as 

the open hinge model, but in a more compact design.

They feature a high performance optical system with 

dielectric prism coatings that provide users with the 

brightest image reproduction possible. The extra-low 

dispersion glass eliminates chromatic aberration.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Water repellent coating on objective lenses

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight rubber coated magnesium alloy body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  Tan leather hard carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Sapphire ED
Green | Black | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | Waterproof

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3760 8 x 43 Black 142 2 18 758

HA3761 10 x 43 Black 113 2 15 758

HA3762 8 x 43 Green 142 2 18 758

HA3763 10 x 43 Green 113 2 15 758

OVERVIEW

Sapphire ED open hinge binoculars feature a high 

performance optical system with dielectric coatings, this 

provides users with the brightest image reproduction 

possible. The ED glass eliminates chromatic aberration. 

The highly tactile, performance rubber armour has been 

designed to allow for comfort and provide adequate grip.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Water repellent coating on objective lenses

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight rubber coated magnesium alloy body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  Tan leather hard carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Sapphire ED
Green | Black | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | OH | Waterproof

Sapphire EDSapphire ED

Sapphire EDSapphire EDSapphire ED

8x42 WINNER
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OVERVIEW

Using a superior optical system, designed around ED 

glass, the Frontier ED is rapidly gaining a reputation as 

one of the best binoculars available in todays market.

With stunning colour retention, crisp definition and 

excellent light transmission, you are sure to be blown 

away by its performance in the field. Using an open 

hinge design to reduce weight, the magnesium alloy 

body is durable, but still light enough for extended use. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight rubber coated magnesium alloy body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Frontier ED
Green | Black | ED | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | OH | Waterproof

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3785 8 x 43 Black 142 2 18 743

HA3786 10 x 43 Black 113 2 15 743

HA3787 8 x 43 Green 142 2 18 743

HA3788 10 x 43 Green 113 2 15 743

Frontier ED
OVERVIEW

Frontier ED 32mm binoculars have all of the same 

outstanding features as the Frontier ED open hinge, 

but in a more lightweight and compact chassis.

Fully multi-coated optics and extra-low dispersion glass 

produce incredibly sharp images with high light 

transmission from as close as 2 metres. Lightweight and 

compact construction allows the binoculars to fit 

comfortably in the hand for extended periods of use.

The precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment are 

smooth to operate, ensuring a quick and easy setup.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Frontier ED
Green | Black | ED | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | Waterproof

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA4180 8 x 32 Black 133 2 16 460

HA4184 8 x 32 Green 133 2 16 460

Frontier ED

NEW

NEW
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OVERVIEW

The Endurance PC features fully multi-coated lenses that 

provide clear and bright viewing. The focus wheel is slick 

and smooth with exceptional close focus performance. 

Available in 32mm or 42mm objectives.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3942 8 x 32 Black 142 2 15 535

HA3943 10 x 32 Black 113 2 18 535

HA3944 8 x 42 Black 142 2 15 713

HA3945 10 x 42 Black 113 2 18 713

HA3946 8 x 32 Green 142 2 15 535

HA3947 10 x 32 Green 113 2 18 535

HA3948 8 x 42 Green 142 2 15 713

HA3949 10 x 42 Green 113 2 18 713

Endurance PC
Green | Black | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | Waterproof

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Endurance PC

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3933 8 x 42 Green 130 2 18 686

HA3934 10 x 42 Green 101 2 13 686

OVERVIEW

Nature-Trek open hinge binoculars are lightweight and 

easy to use thanks to their open hinge body which is 

ergonomically designed to fit comfortably in the hand.

Effortless focusing and impressive depth of field make 

these binoculars quick and easy to use. The twist-up eye 

cups make viewing easy with spectacles or sunglasses. 

The dioptre is smooth to operate and makes setup easy.

Encased in a nitrogen purged waterproof and fog proof 

body is a fully multi-coated optical system that produces 

stunning images. With a close focus of 2m, no details will 

be lost when viewing at long or short distances.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  BAK 4 roof prisms designed to be ultra compact

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Nature-Trek
Green | FMC | BAK 4 | OH | Waterproof

Nature-Trek
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Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA4150 8 x 32 Green 129 2 18 521

HA4151 10 x 32 Green 101 2 13 521

HA4152 8 x 42 Green 129 2 18 638

HA4153 10 x 42 Green 101 2 13 638

HA4154 10 x 50 Green 101 2.5 18 829

HA4155 12 x 50 Green 82 2.5 13 829

OVERVIEW

The Nature-Trek family comes complete in a shock 

resistant polycarbonate body, providing a robust yet 

lightweight casing. The inner-focus optical design 

produces stunning images at long and short distances.

The dioptre adjustment is smooth to operate for easy 

setup. Available in 32mm, 42mm or 50mm objectives.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  BAK 4 roof prisms designed to be ultra compact

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth & lens caps

Nature-Trek
Green | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Nature-Trek

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Nature-Trek Porro

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3930 7 x 30 Green 143 2.5 18 486

HA3931 8 x 42 Green 105 5 18 624

HA3932 10 x 42 Green 105 5 18 624

OVERVIEW

Nature-Trek Porro binoculars feature a one piece body 

design that is compact and lightweight. The BAK 4 porro 

prisms produce excellent depth of field, allowing users 

to spend more time viewing and less time focussing.

The fully multi-coated optical system is encased in a fully 

water and fog proof body that is extremely durable.

Finished in a stylish green rubber armoured casing, the 

Nature-Trek Porro prism binocular family offers the user 

a desirable package at an exceptional price.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  BAK 4 Porro prism design for great depth of field

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight rubber coated magnesium alloy body

  Lens and eyepiece covers for maximum protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Nature-Trek Porro
Green | FMC | BAK 4 Porro | Waterproof
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OVERVIEW

Premier binoculars have been designed to maximize 

value and performance, without breaking the bank.  

Using a water resistant chassis and fully-coated 

optical system, Premier binoculars are the perfect 

choice for casual nature observers. Encased in a 

polycarbonate body, they are rugged and lightweight.  

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully-coated (FC) optical system for sharp images

  BAK 4 roof prisms designed to be ultra compact

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Stay-on lens covers for maximum lens protection

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Rugged construction - water resistant and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3736 8 x 42 Black 93 3 18 650

HA3737 10 x 42 Black 84 3 13 650

HA3738 8 x 42 Green 93 3 18 650

HA3739 10 x 42 Green 84 3 13 650

HA3740 8 x 42 Camo 93 3 18 650

HA3741 10 x 42 Camo 84 3 13 650

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Premier
Green | Black | Camo | FC | BAK 4 | Water Resistant

Premier

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3935 10 x 50 Green 101 2.5 18 415

HA3936 15 x 50 Green 66 2.5 10 415

Supplied with:
Case, tripod, lens cloth & lens covers

OVERVIEW

The Nature-Trek monocular features the same high 

performance optics as the Nature-Trek roof prism family, 

with the added versatility of a compact design making it 

ideal for travel and outdoor sports.

The fully multi-coated optical system with a BAK 4 prism 

provides high resolution images with true colour and 

contrast. High magnification models of 10x and 15x gets 

you closer to the action, while the smooth focus ensures 

sharp viewing results. Designed to fit neatly in the hand.

The Nature-Trek monocular is supplied with a table top 

tripod if a more stable viewing platform is required.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  BAK 4 roof prisms designed to be ultra compact

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Stay-on lens cover and precision focus wheel

  Twist-up eye cup for proper eye relief - 10x50 model

  High quality carry case and mini table top tripod

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Nature-Trek Monocular
Green | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Nature-Trek Monocular
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Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA3790 8 x 25 Black 119 1.6 15 241

HA3792 10 x 25 Black 95 1.6 13 241

OVERVIEW

Sapphire ED Compact binoculars feature all the same 

outstanding high quality optics as other ED binoculars 

- just in a smaller package.

The fully multi-coated optical system, with extra-low 

dispersion glass gives an impressively sharp view from as 

close as 1.6m. The objective lenses also feature a water 

repellent coating to maintain a clear view in bad weather.

The compact design also features a centre dioptre to 

stop accidental adjustment during everyday use.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Water repellent coating on objective lenses

  Precision focus wheel and centre dioptre

  Lightweight magnesium alloy body with leatherette

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  Compact twin hinge design fits in a single hand

  High quality carry case and padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth & lens caps

OVERVIEW

Endurance PC Compact binoculars feature fully multi-

coated optics with phase corrected prisms, delivering 

exceptional quality viewing in a convenient pocket size.

 

The magnesium alloy body features a waterproof twin 

hinge design and twist-up eyepieces designed to help 

correctly set the eye relief. The Endurance PC Compact 

binocular is exceptionally portable and practical.

Finished in black or green leatherette in 8x25 or 10x25.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated (FMC) to produce sharp images

  Hi-res phase corrected (PC) BAK 4 roof prisms

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight magnesium alloy body with leatherette

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  Compact twin hinge design fits in a single hand

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA4140 8 x 25 Black 119 1.8 16 234

HA4141 8 x 25 Green 119 1.8 16 234

HA4142 10 x 25 Black 95 1.8 14 234

HA4143 10 x 25 Green 95 1.8 14 234

Endurance PC Compact
Black | Green | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | Waterproof

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap, lens cloth, eyepiece & lens covers

Sapphire ED Compact
Black | ED | FMC | BAK 4 | PC | Waterproof

Endurance PC CompactSapphire ED Compact
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Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Weight
g

HA3501 8 x 21 Black 126 3 176

HA3503 10 x 25 Black 96 4 241

HA3505 12 x 25 Black 87 4 255

OVERVIEW

Using a compact dual hinge design, Compact binoculars 

from Hawke are truly a go anywhere viewing tool. 

Water resistant and fog proof, these binoculars make a 

great choice for a glove compartment. The multi-coated 

optical system produces clear and bright images while 

the simple centre focus provides ease of use. A built-in 

neck strap keeps the compact binoculars safe and ready 

to use at a moments notice.

With a rubber armored design, Compact’s withstand the 

rigours of daily use. Makes a great first pair of binoculars 

for children who want to tag along in the field.  

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Multi-coated (MC) optical system for sharp images

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Compact twin hinge design fits in a single hand

  Centre focus wheel and fold down eye cups

  High quality carry case and built-in neck strap

  Rugged construction - water resistant and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Compact
Black | MC | Water Resistant

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap & lens cloth

Code Model Colour FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Weight
g

HA4130 8 x 25 Black 119 3.5 15 320

HA4131 10 x 25 Black 114 3.5 13 320

HA4132 12 x 25 Black 94 3.5 13 320

HA4133 8 x 25 Green 119 3.5 15 320

HA4134 10 x 25 Green 114 3.5 13 320

HA4135 12 x 25 Green 94 3.5 13 320

OVERVIEW

The Premier Compact family is a cut above the rest, 

they feature twist-up eye cups and centre focusing. The 

waterproof design encases a high performance optical 

system with impressive eye relief.

The compact body has an open hinge design making 

them extremely lightweight and ideal for any excursion.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Multi-coated (MC) optical system for sharp images

  BAK 4 roof prisms designed to be ultra compact

  Precision focus wheel and dioptre adjustment

  Lightweight and durable rubber coated body

  Twist-up eye cups with position stops for eye relief

  Compact open hinge design fits in a single hand

  High quality carry case and a padded neck strap

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Premier Compact
Green | Black | MC | BAK 4 | OH | Waterproof

Supplied with:
Case, neck strap & lens cloth

CompactPremier Compact
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Panorama ED - Pg.23
Green | FFV | 2x ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4

Frontier ED - Pg.24
Green | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4

Endurance ED - Pg.25
Green | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4

Endurance - Pg.26
Green | DC | FMC | BAK 4

Nature Kits - Pg.28
Green | FMC | BAK 4

Spotting Scopes, Nature Cams,         Range Finders & Night Vision

Digital Night Vision Monocular - Pg.32
Take photos & record videos in total darkness

Laser Range Finder Pro - Pg.31
LRF 400 | LRF 600 | LRF 900

ProStalk Nature Cameras - Pg.33/34
5MP | 5MP Compact

Accessories - Pg.29/30
Digi-Scoping | Eyepieces | Mini Tripods

NEW

Nature-Trek - Pg.27
Green | FMC | BAK 4

“A complete range of spotting
 scopes to meet your every need”

Hawke spotting scopes have been constructed from the highest quality materials available. 

The Panorama ED features flat field view (FFV) technology and dielectric coatings (DC) to produce 

stunning image reproduction. A double ED lens element allows for a more compact design.

NEW
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Code Model FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Length
mm

Weight
g

HT3810 20 - 60 x 82 35 - 21 5 20 371 1794

Code Model FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Length
mm

Weight
g

HT3808 20 - 60 x 85 49 - 23 5 20 445 1924

OVERVIEW

The magnesium alloy bodied Frontier ED features an 

impressive 85mm extra-low dispersion optical system 

with a dielectric coating. The barrel focusing ring is 

smooth to operate and allows the user to achieve sharp 

images with excellent colour reproduction.

The Frontier ED offers exceptional performance and is 

supplied with a stay-on soft canvas scope cover.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated optics produce sharp images

  BAK 4 porro prisms for intense colour and contrast

  Barrel focusing ring for quick and easy adjustments

  Body rotation for viewing in virtually any position

  Stay-on soft scope cover for maximum protection

  Twist-up eye cup for eye relief and pull out sunshade

  Supplied with a 20x - 60x zoom eye piece

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

OVERVIEW

The Panorama ED is packed with premium features. A 

flat field view optical system with a double ED glass lens 

produce superb images with minimal FOV curvature.

This short bodied scope is extremely portable and is 

supplied with a sculpted stay-on protective cover.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Flat field view (FFV) ensures minimal FOV curvature

  Double lens element with extra-low dispersion glass

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated optics produce sharp images

  BAK 4 porro prisms for intense colour and contrast

  Barrel focusing ring for quick and easy adjustments

  Body rotation for viewing in virtually any position

  Stay-on sculpted cover for maximum protection

  Twist-up eye cup for eye relief and pull out sunshade

  Supplied with a 20x - 60x zoom eye piece

  Digi-scope compatible for use with camera (pg.29)

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Panorama ED
Green | FFV | 2x ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Supplied with:
Scope cover, lens cloth & lens caps

Supplied with:
Scope cover, lens cloth & lens caps

Frontier ED
Green | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Frontier EDPanorama ED
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Code Model FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Length
mm

Weight
g

HT3803 16 - 48 x 68 43.5 - 21.5 5 20 405 1270

HT3805 20 - 60 x 85 35 - 17.5 7 20 435 1590

OVERVIEW

Whether your interest is in sports, bird watching or 

wildlife, Endurance ED spotting scopes are sure to 

provide the performance you demand for years to come.

When you require the finest image reproduction, these 

scopes will provide the clarity and colour you desire.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Extra-low dispersion (ED) glass for optimum clarity

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated optics produce sharp images

  BAK 4 porro prisms for intense colour and contrast

  Dual focus knob to achieve ultra fine focusing

  Body rotation for viewing in virtually any position

  Stay-on soft scope cover for maximum protection

  Twist-up eye cup for eye relief and pull out sunshade

  Supplied with zoom eye piece (upgrades on pg.30)

  Digi-scope compatible for use with camera (pg.29)

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection
Supplied with:
Scope cover, lens cloth & lens caps

Code Model FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Length
mm

Weight
g

HT3800 16 - 48 x 68 43.5 - 21.5 5 20 405 1270

HT3801 20 - 60 x 85 35 - 17.5 7 20 435 1590

OVERVIEW

The Endurance spotting scope is designed to produce 

stunning images. It features a dual focus knob. Once you 

reach focus with the coarse focus knob you can use the 

smaller fine focus knob to achieve a very sharp image.

The mounting foot allows body rotation of 180 degrees.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Dielectric coating (DC) to increase light reflectivity

  Fully multi-coated optics produce sharp images

  BAK 4 porro prisms for intense colour and contrast

  Dual focus knob to achieve ultra fine focusing

  Body rotation for viewing in virtually any position

  Stay-on soft scope cover for maximum protection

  Twist-up eye cup for eye relief and pull out sunshade

  Supplied with zoom eye piece (upgrades on pg.30)

  Digi-scope compatible for use with camera (pg.29)

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection
Supplied with:
Scope cover, lens cloth & lens caps

Endurance ED
Green | ED | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Endurance
Green | DC | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

EnduranceEndurance ED
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Code Model FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Length
mm

Weight
g

HT3651 20 - 60 x 60 38.4 - 17.4 7 18 - 14 350 795

HT3653 24 - 72 x 70 28 - 14 9 18 - 13 380 1045

Supplied in hard case with:
Scope cover, tripod, lens cloth & lens caps

OVERVIEW

Nature spotting scope kits are ideal for beginners. They 

are supplied with everything you need to get started.

Available in a choice of 24-72x or 20-60x magnification, 

Nature spotting scope kits are designed to deliver years 

of functional use for the budget minded consumer.

The tough rubber coating provides a waterproof body. 

Both Nature spotting scopes are supplied with a hard 

storage case, soft scope cover and an adjustable tripod.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated optics produce sharp images

  BAK 4 porro prisms for intense colour and contrast

  Stay-on soft scope cover for maximum protection

  Fold down eye cup and pull out sunshade

  Supplied with a fully adjustable aluminium tripod

  Tough rubber coated body provides durability

  Nitrogen purged - 100% waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Nature Kits
Green | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Nature Kits

Code Model FOV
m @ 1000m

Close Focus
m

Eye Relief
mm

Length
mm

Weight
g

HT3692 18 - 55 x 65 13 - 14 6 18 330 1048

HT3693 20 - 60 x 80 38 - 19 8 18 405 1645

HT3694 22 - 67 x 100 35 - 19 10 18 485 2041

OVERVIEW

The Nature-Trek spotting scope family offers exceptional 

value for money in a lightweight and modern design. A 

fully multi-coated optical system combined with BAK 4 

porro prisms produce extremely clear and sharp images. 

This trio of spotting scopes can be tailored with optional 

fixed wide angle eyepieces to suit all your viewing needs. 

A stay-on cover protects your scope in all situations.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated optics produce sharp images

  BAK 4 porro prisms for intense colour and contrast

  Stay-on soft scope cover for maximum protection

  Fold down eye cup and pull out sunshade

  Supplied with zoom eye piece (upgrades on pg.30)

  Digi-scope compatible for use with camera (pg.29)

  Balancing platform supplied with 100mm model

  Nitrogen purged - waterproof and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection
Supplied in hard case with:
Scope cover, lens cloth & lens caps

Nature-Trek
Green | FMC | BAK 4 | Waterproof

Nature-Trek
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Spotting Scope Accessories

COMPACT TRIPOD
Height: 24cm

HX3753

ADJUSTABLE COMPACT TRIPOD
Height: 26cm to 34cm

HX3751

COMPACT CAMERA DIGISCOPING
Compatible with compact cameras that have

eyepieces between 43mm & 65mm

HX3731

SLR DIGISCOPING STEP 1:
Choose the SLR digi-scope adaptor 
that fits your Hawke spotting scope

HX3794 | HX3790 | HX3725

Code Description

HX3792 Endurance & Endurance ED Fixed Power Eyepiece - 27x [68mm] 33x [85mm]

HX3755 Nature-Trek Fixed Power Eyepiece - 16x [65mm] 20x [80mm] 22x [100mm]

HX3756 Nature-Trek Fixed Power Eyepiece - 20x [65mm] 25x [80mm] 29x [100mm]

HX3757 Nature-Trek Fixed Power Eyepiece - 26x [65mm] 32x [80mm] 36x [100mm]

HX3758 Nature-Trek Fixed Power Eyepiece - 43x [65mm] 53x [80mm] 60x [100mm]

HX3759 Nature-Trek Fixed Power Eyepiece - 64x [65mm] 80x [80mm] 90x [100mm]

HX3760 Nature-Trek Fixed Power Eyepiece - 77x [65mm] 96x [80mm] 108x [100mm]

HX3730 Spotting Scope Balance Plate - Universal

HX3722 Binocular Tripod Mount - Universal

Code Description

HX3794 SLR Digi-Scope Adaptor - Panorama ED

HX3790 SLR Digi-Scope Adaptor - Endurance & Endurance ED

HX3725 SLR Digi-Scope Adaptor - Nature-Trek

HX3716 SLR T2 Camera Adaptor - Nikon

HX3717 SLR T2 Camera Adaptor - Canon EOS

HX3718 SLR T2 Camera Adaptor - Pentax K

HX3719 SLR T2 Camera Adaptor - Minolta Maxxum

HX3720 SLR T2 Camera Adaptor - Sony

HX3721 SLR T2 Camera Adaptor - Olympus

HX3731 Compact Camera Holder - Universal

HX3751 Adjustable Compact Tripod 26cm to 34cm - Universal

HX3753 Compact Tripod 24cm - Universal

SLR DIGISCOPING STEP 2:
Choose the SLR T2 camera adaptor

that fits your brand of camera

HX3716 | HX3717 | HX3718 | HX3719 | HX3720 | HX3721

ENDURANCE FIXED
POWER EYEPIECE

HX3792

NATURETREK FIXED POWER EYEPIECES

HX3755 | HX3756 | HX3757 | HX3758 | HX3759 | HX3760

SPOTTING SCOPE BALANCE PLATE
Adjusts to distribute your spotting scopes

weight more evenly

HX3730

BINOCULAR TRIPOD MOUNT
Attaches to selected Hawke binoculars to create

a more stable viewing platform

HX3722
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Code Model Range
m Capacity Weight

g Battery

NV1000 5 x 40 200 3.65 GB 400 3.7V RCR123A

OVERVIEW

The Hawke Digital Night Vision Monocular is the perfect 

optical device to enhance your vision at night. It can take 

photos and record videos in total darkness. A 5x fixed 

zoom and 8x digital zoom gets you closer to the action.

A built-in infrared illuminator provides additional light 

when in darker conditions. The infrared strength can be 

adjusted to suit your situation. 

Up to 1.5 hours runtime can be achieved with the IR 

illuminator off or up to 1 hour with IR illuminator on.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Observe over 200m in low light or total darkness

  Take photos and record videos up to 10 minutes long

  A rechargeable battery provides 1.5 hours runtime

  Built-in infrared illuminator with 9 levels of brightness

  High quality robust and weatherproof construction

  View media on a TV, computer or the monocular

  Extremely quick to setup and easy to operate

  3.65 GB capacity (photos 0.6 MB) (10min videos 500 MB)

  Adjustable hand strap for comfortable viewing

  Weaver/picatinny rail with threaded tripod mount

Digital Night Vision Monocular
Black | Waterproof

Supplied with:
Case, AV & USB lead, USB & mains charger, 2x RCR123A 

batteries, lens cloth & lens cover

NEW

Night Vision Monocular
OVERVIEW

The Laser Range Finder Professional family is designed 

to provide a variety of accurate distance measurements 

with the press of a button. They have been ergonomically

constructed to fit your hand with access to both buttons.

Their range finding capabilities include: distance, height, 

height difference and angle. The LRF Professional has 

been manufactured with an eye safe CE approved laser 

that can be used in golf, construction, site survey and 

many other tasks.

Standard mode: measures the straight line distance to 

the target you are aiming at. 

Beeline mode: measures horizontal distance to a target.

Height mode: measures how high the target is in 

relation to the range finder.

Angle mode: measures the angle of projection. It will be 

measured to the nearest half a degree.

Height di�erence mode: measures the vertical distance 

between two points.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Fully multi-coated optical system - BAK 7 prisms

  6x magnification and an adjustable dioptre

  Ergonomically designed to fit in your hand

  Twist-up eye cup to ensure proper eye relief

  Nitrogen purged - water and fog proof

  Hawke Worldwide warranty for added protection

Code Model Range
m

FOV
m @ 1000m Battery Eye Relief

mm
Weight

g

RF7900 LRF Pro 900 5 - 900m 122 3V CR2 12 180

RF7600 LRF Pro 600 5 - 600m 122 3V CR2 12 180

RF7400 LRF Pro 400 5 - 400m 122 3V CR2 12 180

Laser Range Finder Professional
FMC | BAK 7 | Waterproof

Laser Range Finder Pro

NEW

NEW

NEW
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OVERVIEW

ProStalk nature cameras are designed primarily to 

capture images of wildlife and game animals in remote 

locations. They can also be used for remote surveillance.

The cameras are activated by a wide angle sensor that 

detects movement, this triggers the fast camera shutter 

which captures all wildlife in the cameras field of view.

All ProStalk cameras are able to take still images and 

record AVI videos for various lengths of time. Images 

and videos can be transferred to a computer or viewed 

on a TV/monitor via the TV OUT lead provided. ProStalk 

cameras are easy to use and have features that are 

usually only present in cameras costing much more. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Capture still images and videos (HD model available)

  0.9 second shutter captures the fastest animals

  Date, time, moon phase and temperature imprint

  Burst mode takes multiple images in quick succession

  Auto exposure and white balance control

  Waterproof and pad lockable for added protection

  Free SD card for easy transfer of images and video

Code Model SD Card
(incl.) Life Span Batteries

(not incl.) DC Input Dimensions
mm

PC5000 5 Mega Pixel 2GB 12 months 8x AA Yes 147 x 94 x46

PC4000 5 Mega Pixel 4GB 6.5 months 4x AA Yes 122 x 82 x 41

PC5000  5MP FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  TN digital screen to adjust settings in the field

  55 degree adjustable PIR sensor - 2m to 20m range

  30 infrared LED’s - 15m range

  Delay after photo taken - 5 seconds to 1 hour

  Video - 15 seconds fixed length (AVI 640x480)

  12 month life span (based on 30 images per day)

  Free 2GB SD memory card (32GB capacity)

PC4000  5MP FEATURES AND BENEFITS

  Backlit LCD screen to adjust settings in the field

  60 degree wide angle PIR sensor - 2m to 20m range

  15 infrared LED’s - 10m range

  Delay after photo taken - 5 seconds to 10 minutes

  Video - 5 to 60 seconds (AVI 640x480)

  6.5 month life span (based on 30 images per day)

  Free 4GB SD memory card (32GB capacity)

ProStalk Nature Cameras

Supplied with:
SD card, tree strap, USB lead & TV out (excl. PC4000)

ULTRA
COMPACT




